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A Momentary Creed
I believe in the ordinary day
that is here at this moment and is me
I do not see it going its own way
but I never saw how it came to me
it extends beyond whatever I may
think I know and all that is real to me
it is the present that it bears away
where has it gone when it has gone from me
there is no place I know outside today
except for the unknown all around me
the only presence that appears to stay
everything that I call mine it lent me
even the way that I believe the day
for as long as it is here and is me

W.S. Merwin from The Shadow of Sirius

ABSTRACT
My thesis asks how can architecture create spatial experiences that hold us in the present moment?
I investigated how good stories that follow a structure of constriction and release as defined by Christopher
Booker, and that exists in the Japanese culture that engage the imagination and senses to allow us to
return to the present moment. In addition, I looked at other forms of “constriction” such as paper and
thread making, and the Buddhist philosophy of menmitsu that emphasized a slow process and being
present.
Since the industrial revolution our lives have gotten increasingly more efficient. Because of this time
becomes a precious commodity so we emphasize immediacy at all costs. And if something is slow,
we find ways to speed it up. However, this comes at a cost. MIT professor, clinical psychologist and
sociologist, Sherry Turkle, argues that this rapid pace of life is distracting us from being in the present
moment and changing who we are—not what we do. Our mental lists that loop constantly in our
minds prevents us from being here, instead we are everywhere else.
I tested the results of my investigation on a site in Honolulu, Hawaii. Borrowing from the Japanese culture
and ritual, I believe we can design spatial conditions based on the experiences of the tea ceremony or zen
garden that unfold over time and space. By constricting or concealing certain things, we can provide an
opportunity where the imagination is invoked to wonder and be curious. In this age of immediacy and
instantaneous access to everything, a strategy of constriction and concealment can counter our fast culture
and slow us down enough to savor in this one moment.
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In Pallasmaa’s Six Memos, he quotes Karsten Harries on the importance of aesthetics, “the language
of beauty is the language of timeless reality”.3 Aesthetics has never been far from a genuine architectural
pursuit but is even more important in “slow architecture” where fashion must be rejected in favor of
poetic specificity and the revealing of the essentialness of craft and construction.

INTRODUCTION
I have long been interested in the mindful practice of being present. Suzuki Roshi, the Soto Zen monk,
who established the first Buddhist temple outside of Asia, would often use the phrase menmitsu no kafu to
explain mindfulness to his students. Menmistu no kafu was part of the teachings from the Doogen Zenji,
the founder of the Soto Zen school in Japan, which he defined as a very careful and considerate style. The
Buddhist teachings insist that we if are able to pay attention to the particulars of daily life, no matter how
repetitious, we could develop mindfulness and the capacity to remain present. However, in our modern
world where we have accepted speed, are driven by it, and march to the mantra of “faster is better”, practicing
menmitsu or being present becomes increasingly challenging.1

Brian O’Brien writes in Slow Architecture: Linger, Savour, Touch:
“slow architecture might then be summed up, by the principles
of patience, craft, sensuality and materiality, specificity, delight and
contentment. It would be the creation, appreciation, and enjoyment
of all that is careful, that is textured and that which stimulates the
senses and the sense of time, in buildings. Slow architecture would
slow our senses, our thoughts, our movements and actions. It would
add to the delight of our day by deepening a sense of being here;
being present and being grounded, through the way the building
has been created, is used, and ages.” Wabi sabi, the Japanese notion
of tarnished beauty, the beauty of things imperfect, and even incomplete,
may hint at how slowness and beauty can intertwine.4

MIT professor, clinical psychologist and sociologist, Sherry Turkle states in Reclaiming Conversation, the
greatest gift we can give someone else if to be fully present in a world where we are often “forever elsewhere”.
She prescribes sacred spaces and abandoning the myth that multitasking is beneficial; she says, instead
focus on uni-tasking in order to reconnect with the world around us.2
I have practiced yoga and meditation for a good part of my life—practices that imbue living in the present
moment, but even with these tools I find it difficult to remain present. There are periods where time seems
like it is collapsing, passing in warp speed, and it feels impossible to live with careful attention to detail.
My thesis questions whether or not architecture can slow us down enough to help us stay in the present
moment when we circulate through the built environment. What are the components needed to support
this environment, components that help us pause and notice the subtleties of light or detail, and other
characteristics that contribute positively to our experience?

In the modern day where instant gratification is demanded and fully available, there are very few instances
of waiting in our lives. In a New York Times modern love column, Joanna Pearson wrote about the perils of
googling your date before the date. “There’s something to be said for the spontaneity and authentic facial
expressions of utter ignorance. I realize it’s hard to resist the impulse when we live in an age of nonstop
access. If you’re a skilled time-waster with high-speed cable, it is nearly impossible not to know more than
you should about anyone with a searchable name. But in the long run it’s a little less interesting, isn’t it?”5
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In my experience, when I am on the edge of my seat held in suspense, watching a movie or reading
a novel, the anticipation grounds me in the present moment. I “forget” about the distractions my iPhone
could bring, and my mind isn’t wandering to the next thing. Instead I am deeply engaged in the unfolding
of the narrative. Story arcs have this infrastructure of “constriction” or concealment, and the eventual
release. In fact, constriction as defined by Christopher Booker, is an important element in storytelling.6
The constriction of a character or plot creates a sense of mystery and suspense, until things are finally
released or revealed. It allows the storyteller to control how much and what is shared when with the audience.
This tension creates the necessary environment that allows for a liberating release. Booker writes in The
Seven Basic Plots: Why We Tell Stories, “stories that have well constructed phases of constriction and release,
in a kind of systole diastole rhythm, provide one of the greatest pleasures we get from stories”.7 Because
of my love of books, storytelling, and the Japanese culture, I set out to find other areas where this type of
rhythm might exist that would provide this same enjoyment.
I found constriction also appears in the Japanese culture from gift wrapping and the tea ceremony, to
the kimono dress and domestic vocabulary. In Japan, constriction allows for a dramatic climax, provokes
the imagination, and creates a game of controlled disclosure and release. This strategy is found in many
aspects of Japanese life from the domestic—removing the lacquer ware lid to the soup bowl8 and the noren
curtain that crops the view of an interior space by a foot or two, to landscape design in zen gardens where
scenic views are intentionally blocked only to be framed and revealed further down the path. This slows us
down and often makes us curious about the next sequence of events, engaging us with the present moment.
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Morning
Would I love it this way if it could last
would I love it this way if it
were the whole sky the one heaven
or if I could believe that it belonged to me
a possession that was mine alone
or if I imagined that it noticed me
recognized me and may have come to see me
out of all the mornings that I never knew
and all those that I have forgotten
would I love it this way if I were somewhere else
or if I were younger for the first time
or if these very birds were not singing
or I could not hear them or see their trees
would I love it this way if I were in pain
red torment of body or gray void of grief
would I love it this way if I knew
that I would remember anything that is
here now anything anything
W.S. Merwin from Garden Time
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Tea ceremony, Urasenke School, Honolulu, Hawaii

TEA CEREMONY9
As part of my research about constriction of process and the art of making, I observed a tea ceremony
and interviewed the resident tea instructor, Hitoshi Murata, at the Urasenke Tea School in Honolulu, Hawaii.
The Urasenke tradition is one branch of three or four other schools, and was founded by Sen no Rikyuu.
Tea ceremony has four tenets: harmony, respect, purity, and tranquility. It also allows the guests to use all
of their senses to fully enjoy the ceremony.

According to Murata sensei, there is a special type of charcoal that is used for the ceremony which is hand
made. He said it is a dying art, but a necessary element in the ceremony. I asked what he would substitute
if they could no longer obtain this charcoal; he just shook his head and didn’t seem to want to think about
it. The charcoal doesn’t emit much smoke, if any, and has a faint scent like a fine perfume with notes of the
incense that was also added to the pit. The tea scoops are delicate bamboo sticks that have a slight curve
to pick up the ground leaves. These are handmade by monks and is said to contain the spirit of the temple.

I arrived at the tea house at 11 a.m., which is on a bustling, noisy street in Waikiki, on the anniversary of
Sen no Rikyuu’s death. They celebrate by hanging a special scroll in the tokonoma with a vase of flowers.
The flowers serve as a living calendar in the tearoom to emphasize the importance of the seasons. While
the climate in Honolulu is moderate year around, the school still follows the protocols for the given season.
Since it was in Spring, the tea pot was suspended from a chain over the charcoal to signify the easy,
airiness of the season. One of the servers said that in the summer, the charcoal is covered and the
pot rests on the cover to shield the guests from its heat.

An hour after the ceremony, a young woman in her 20’s showed up for her lesson. Murata sensei said she
has been studying tea for four years, but said she is still a beginner. It took her well over an hour to set up the
tray with the necessary utensils, and in almost any other circumstance I would have become impatient.
But not here, there was something meditative and mesmerizing about the setup process, yet she moved
with intention and purpose.
It was well after 2 p.m. and now late for an appointment, I finally started to feel anxious. But for nearly three
hours, I had slowed down enough to savor in this craft, the ritual, and the tradition. I wondered why we don’t
slow down for other things that seem much more substantial than a cup of ground dried tea leaves and
water.

After careful preparation of the accouterments, charcoal, and water, it was time to begin making the tea.
It is a very quiet process, with few spoken words and many ritualistic gestures such as bowing to the server
and the tea bowl, then crouching low to observe the tea ceremony wares. In fact, the room was so quiet,
that I forgotten about the frenetic traffic outside. For 45 minutes, I was transported to the present moment
marveling at this craft and each item necessary to perform the ritual, as well as the two servers who had
50 years of tea ceremony education between them.
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Tea accouterments displayed after the tea ritual to be admired by guests at close proximity. Hand made tea scooper
hand made by monks and said to hold the spirit of the temple. The ground tea leaves are set in the container to mimic
the topography of a landscape.
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Tokonoma with a scroll celebrating Sen no Rikyuu death and flowers of the season. The hanging tea pot is indicative of the
Spring season.

In the 16th century, there was a famous Japanese tea master named Sen no Rikyuu. When he performed the
tea ceremony he would carefully choose beautiful but simple pots and bowls. One day a warlord noticed the
tea master’s beautiful garden, full of the most wonderful dandelions. He was so impressed with the garden
that he stopped and asked the tea master to hold a tea ceremony for him. When the warlord arrived the next
day, he was shocked to see that the tea master had cut down all the flowers in the garden. Not one flower
was left. The warlord was furious and stormed into the tea house to confront the tea master but was stopped
in his tracks by the sight of the tea master calmly waiting to make tea. Behind the tea master there was one
absolutely perfect dandelion flower. When he saw this, he immediately understood why the tea master had
cut down the flowers in the garden.
From Rediscovering Rikyuu and the Beginnings of the Japanese Tea Ceremony
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WASHI
In addition to observational research, my investigations also led to explorations in material making and
composition. Paper is an important element in the act of concealment and has many spiritual connotations.
Traditionally gifts are wrapped in washi (和紙), similar to offerings found at the Shinto shrine. Washi—a
Japanese paper made by hand from natural fibers, is intimately woven through every aspect of Japanese life.
Washi contains the character for peace, harmony or Japanese style, and paper, from which we can infer
the sense of balance that paper has in Japanese traditions. Japanese paper absorbs light, like a soft surface.
It gives out a certain warmth that is absent with Western paper.10 As opposed to Western attitudes towards
paper, the Japanese treasure it like a scarce resource. As an example, letters were often reused for additional
letters—writing between the folds, until the paper was covered in black ink at which time a wet brush was
used to “erase” the ink from the paper. Once the washi was at the end of its letter writing life, it would be
re-purposed and used to line sliding doors in a Japanese home.11
The word for paper in Japanese is pronounced kami (紙), which is also how the character for god (神)
is pronounced. Because of this, the Shinto religion views white paper as a signifier of purity, sacredness,
birth, and death, and also believes that wrapping a gift with white paper protects it from the impurities
of this world.12 Paper is also used in the Shinto religion as offerings to the deities, further establishing that
paper as sacred. When wrapping a gift, the washi is never cut, taped, or glued—just folded, which is
proof for the recipient that the washi has never been used.13 Historically, washi was always considered a
precious item. During the Edo period (1615 - 1868), washi generated one of the highest tax revenue—
second only to rice. The Japanese have taken a material, that we in the West have often thought of as
dispensable and disposable, and perpetuated its presence so it is indispensable. The wide range of
products made from washi is prolific—from clothing to houses. Hughes in Washi the World of Japanese
Paper eloquently summarizes the prevalence of washi in the Japanese culture—“washi was a material
of the architect as much as of the man of tea, the painter, the calligrapher, or the student who practiced
the shapes of characters on a sheet”.14
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Hand made paper with kozo with hand made paper thread intertwined during process

I developed an appreciation for craft and making from the tea ceremony and the paper making explorations,
and it also became a way of disciplining my thesis. O’Brien’s advocates for a slowing down of processes that
ultimately leads to a graceful aging of objects, instead of a disregard for decay.15 I experienced this way of
working through the paper making ritual. There is nothing expedient about the numerous steps required to
produce one sheet of paper. In the age of 3D printing, laser cutting, and mass manufacturing, the making by
hand is a form of constriction.
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ORIGATA
Origata (折方) is an ancient tradition of folding paper used in gift and temple rituals. It was a skill
practiced by aristocrats and high ranking warriors. A prominent etiquette school, Ogasawara School,
taught this folding tradition exclusively via oral transmission.16 During the 8th century, origata was
primarily used by high ranking families to wrap gifts, money, fans, or a calligraphed poem for a courtesan.17
Around the 1600’s, the art eventually became accessible to commoners and more widespread, and
finally the basis for origami.18
This tradition of paper folding was a critical component in courtship rituals where a suitor would wrap
poetry to be delivered to the female’s home. The wrapped poetry would give her an indicator of his aesthetic
style and if she returned a folded note, a meeting would follow. However, during the initial meetings, they
would never meet face to face. This also required the suitor to win over the female with his aesthetic abilities,
akin to a game of aesthetic disclosure—similar to storytelling where the narrator carefully controls what is
seen when.19
According to Kazuki Yamane of the Yamane Origata School, today origata is a lost word. There are
few Japanese who practice this form of paper wrapping because there is no place for it in modern Japan.
However, there are a few Japanese schools whose mission is to revive this ancient art form. This craft
of carefully cutting the paper to a precise size in order to align the folds, produces a perfectly flat object.
I found that with even the slightest margin of error, the paper would not fold up flatly; instead the paper
showed unintended marks and looked sloppy.
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Origata wallpaper
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Each line represents a state of the unfolding origata folded paper
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RISO printed on french newsprint origata folded paper on navy hanji paper
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Models of Paper Folding origata tehon (1657)
Photo credit: The Metropolitan Museum of Art

One part of him
escaped decay -- his name,
still around here like
this bleak field’s withered grass:
my view of the relic he left.
Saigyo from Awesome Nightfall
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KAMI-ITO AND SHIFU
Kami-ito (紙糸)20 is thread made from washi, which can be woven into a cloth called shifu (紙ふ). Kami-ito is
an ancient tradition of rolling thin strips of paper into thread. The thickness of threads determined what type
of clothing would be woven: 2 to 3 mm for kimono, 6 mm for obis, and 10 mm for farmer’s clothing. The
characters for kami-ito are made up of two silk characters and family name or clan. I find it interesting how
language elevates a seemingly common, functional material. In ancient Japan, farmers and the poor would
use old accounting books to make this thread. Then they used it to weave cloth, shifu, which is known for
being lightweight, breathable, and expandable. Kami-ito was also used by spies during the feudal era. They
would cut and weave notes into their clothes in order to pass through enemy territory with these secrets. Once
at home, the spies would unravel the strips and piece together the message.21
Constriction enabled the concealment of these notes, until the untangling of the thread revealed the story.
I found a certain level of constriction in the thread making process and a need to practice menmitsu—there
was no time to multi task or hasten the process. Similar to paper making, each step required a careful
attention to detail from the cutting of the paper into strips to overnight dampening of the paper, and finally
to the final step of rolling the paper. This step required rolling the paper on a cinder block in a rhythmic
back and forth motion. After so many minutes of rolling, the bundle was shaken and rotated. This process
continued until the paper was spun into thread. Thread is also related to mending and repair work, which
is a slowing down of sorts.
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Dampened paper ready to roll into thread
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Kami-ito making process
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RISO printed on french newsprint origata folded paper on navy hanji paper
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Spun kami-ito onto dowels after they were set in boiling water

. . . might not the beauty, and
the love of the beautiful, perhaps
bring peace and harmony?
Could it not carry us forward
to new concepts of life’s meaning?
Would it not establish a
fresh concept of culture?
Would it not be a dove of
peace between the various
cultures of mankind?
Sooetsu Yanagi
From The Unknown Craftsman
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Kimono form exploration (hand built clay with acrylic and gouache)

KIMONO
The kimono (着物) is a form of constriction of the human body. It is a seemingly simple 2D object made
up of symmetrical panels of fabric. These are often cut from one piece of cloth, sometimes with ornate and
elaborate embroidery, in a range to colors—each significant and deliberate because the threads of a kimono
conceal messages of class, rank, and status.22 The kimono is hand sewn with no structural darts or boning,
however, donning a kimono requires several additional layers of undergarments, strings, and pads. A second
person is required to aid in the dressing and draping of the body—folding, tying, and knotting until the 2D
object is transformed into a 3D sculpture. This made dressing into a craft and gives new meaning to the
phrase “get dressed”. While this particular style is too limiting for modern day, we can begin to see how
menmitsu—considerate attention, can be applied to simple tasks like getting dressed.
During the Heian period, a woman’s beauty was often determined by her cultural and aesthetic abilities from
the kimono she wore to poems she wrote. Suitors would only get glimpses of the female’s sleeve or hem of
a kimono that allowed the suitor access into her social persona. Aesthetic values and choices took precedent
over physical beauty.23 Often women remained hidden in a house or carriage (onna norimono) behind a
slatted screen. While it was almost impossible to see into the concealed space, the slatted screens framed
views of the outside world for the hidden figure.
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Palanquin or norimono (1700 - 1850)
Photo credit: RISD museum

JAPANESE HOUSE - SPATIAL TYPOLOGY

The first hierarchy in a home is the front entrance into the property, or the porch. Anyone is allowed to enter
the gate without knocking or ringing a bell. If you are invited into the house, there is usually a grade change,
which signifies the movement from outside to inside, public to semi-private. Japanese homes have many
examples of constriction and concealment throughout. When I lived in Japan, I had a three room apartment
where the same room functioned as the living room by the day and bedroom by night. Because of this, each
morning I stored the futon and bedding in a deep shelved closet that was hidden behind a fusuma door. Just
like my deep closet that hid the domestic side of dwelling, I have memories of being in larger homes with
rooms behind a series of fusuma and shoji doors. I often wondered what was being concealed from sight.
Traditional Japanese restaurants also share this same floor plan where there were often rooms hidden
behind fusuma doors. I worried about sliding the doors open to the wrong room, but I also having a sense
of wonder and curiosity about these rooms behind these doors.

Various building typologies in Japan—house, office building, shrine, have layers of space that can be
thought of as constricted or concealed. The Japanese home accomplishes this concealment of space
with different levels and with shoji or fusuma doors. These doors are made of wood and washi, and
are traditionally used to divide open spaces into smaller, more intimate spaces. They serve as partitions
without having the permanency of walls. Fusuma are doors, like shoji doors, but they are typically opaque
and used in interior spaces only. They also do not let light in like the shoji doors that are made with
translucent paper and used both in interior and exterior spaces. Screens are common in the Japanese
culture - from interior and exterior spaces, to the carriage that carry the bride to her wedding.
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Look around,
no flowers,
no colored leaves.
A cottage in a seaside village,
in an autumn sunset.
Sen no Rikyuu
From Sen no Rikyuu and the Japanese Way of Tea
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Interior view with shoji and fusuma doors (Urasenke Tea School, Honolulu, Hawaii)
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SITE
The natatorium is a large salt water swimming pool, situated behind a 30 foot high Beaux Arts style wall
on the south shore of Honolulu, Hawaii. I selected this site as the last step in the research process because
I wanted one that had characteristics of repair and constriction. The natatorium is contained in a box,
constricted the wall and water. A decaying World War I memorial sits on the site. It opened in 1927, but has
been in severe disrepair since the mid 20th century. The last maintenance expenditure occurred in 1947
and the memorial finally closed in 1979.
Despite the gaping holes in the pool deck and the out of place facade, there is something iconic about
this wall and site. The site also has sweeping views—to the west, beautiful sunsets against the vast blue
ocean and the skyline of Waikiki, to the east Diamond Head crater, and to the north, large swaths of
open green space. And while it borders the bustling Waikiki district, the site is less populated with more
of a meditative feel to it.
Along the themes of slowly unfolding through constriction and repair, I am keeping the site as is and
treating it as a relic where people would “discover” various rooms hidden throughout the facade. Within
these spaces, views would be framed by the architecture and would provide a spatial quality that is
based on much of the aesthetic discovered through the thesis process.
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Waikiki district, west of site (Illustrator; UV printed on museum board)
Photo credit: University of Hawaii, School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology
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Waikiki district, west of site (Illustrator; UV printed on museum board)
Photo credit: University of Hawaii, School of Ocean and Earth Science and Technology
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Aeriel photo looking south
Photo credit: Honolulu magazine
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Views from the eastern edge looking towards the west
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Kaimana beach borders the natatorium on the eastern side

TURNING
Going too fast for myself I missed
more than I think I can remember
almost everything it seems sometimes
and yet there are chances that come back
that I did not notice when they stood
where I could have reached out and touched them
this morning the black Belgian shepherd dog
still young looking up and saying
Are you ready this time
W.S. Merwin from The Moon Before Morning
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Program 1: meditation center that celebrates the decay of the pool deck. Large cavities are turned into reflection pools
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Program 2: tea school with maker space and less formal tea practice area and maker space hidden behind wall.

You Do Not Need Much
My house is buried in the deepest recess of the forest
Every year, ivy vines grow longer than the year before.
Undisturbed by the affairs of the world I live at ease,
Woodmen’s singing rarely reaching me through the trees.
While the sun stays in the sky, I mend my torn clothes
And facing the moon, I read holy texts aloud to myself.
Let me drop a word of advice for believers of my faith.
To enjoy life’s immensity, you do not need many things.
Taigu Ryookan from The Zen Poet of Ryookan
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Program 3: private area with screens
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Story of design told through the unfolding ritual of a tea ceremony
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Filleted floor plan
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At the end of my thesis, I have developed an fondness for craft and making, the beauty in the ordinary and
decay, and the rituals of the past that allow us to imagine and be curious. I continue to ask how the discipline
of architecture can support being present in age where we march to this mantra of faster, better, cheaper.
In a time when our lives have gotten so busy, that we are everywhere but here.
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